
 

Sound 
Introduction - Analogue vs Digital 

Analogue sound (basically sound waves that continuously vary) are pure and of perfect 
quality. 

E.g. listening to a singer (without a microphone) at a concert is real – the quality is pure. 

Any computer recorded sound is not pure, not real and not of perfect quality. 

WHY? 

It is because sound has been digitised – it has been sampled at set intervals. 

 

Sampling 

Sampling is simply recording snippets of sound at 
set intervals. 

So, whereas analogue sound is continuous over 
time, digitised sound is made up of lots of ‘sound 
bites’ over time. 

 

Sample Rate 

So that we don’t hear gaps between the sound recordings, the sampling process 
happens very, very fast. In a typical audio CD, for example, the music has been sampled 
44,100 times per second (or 44.1 kHz). This can be carried out across 1 or 2 “channels” (1 = 
mono, 2 = stereo). 

 

Bit Rate 

As well as sampling rate and number of channels the number of bits stored per sample 
also varies. This is known as the “bit rate”.  A higher ‘bit rate’ will record more detail of the 
sound and therefore improve the quality. A typical audio mp3 music file will have a bit 
rate of 320 kilobits per second.  So, in terms of the storage space needed for a 3 minute 
song, that works out at:  

(320,000 x 180) / 8 =  7.2 mb 

 

Calculations 

So we just saw how an audio file size is worked out. 

Lets look again at the calculation. 

Imagine an mp3 file which is 1 minute in length and has a bitrate of 128 kilobits per 
second (128kb/s). 
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1 minute means it lasts for 60 seconds. 

128kb/s means 128,000 bits for each second of audio. 

So, to work out the file size we multiply 128,000 by the number of seconds in total (60). 

128,000 * 60 = 7,680,000 bits 

To convert into bytes we divide by 8. 

7,680,000 / 8 = 960,000 bytes 

Which in kilobytes is 960,000 / 1000 = 960 kb 

 

Summary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Metadata 

Like any other data, sound is stored on a computer as binary code (1s and 0s). Metadata 
tells the computer what type of file it is so that the computer can use the file correctly. 

 

 

It tells the computer how to split up the binary values and how 
quickly they need to be played back 
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Questions (The question zone you choose must either match your target grade or be higher!) 

 

Question Zone 1-3 

1. What is meant by the term ‘sampling’? [3] 
2. What would be the size of a sound file is 30 seconds in length and has a bitrate of 

96kbps? You must show your working out. [2] 
3. Explain how an increase in bitrate can increase the quality of a sound file. [3] 

 

Question Zone 4-6 

1. Explain how an increase in bitrate can increase the quality of a sound file. [3] 
2. What is meant by the term ‘sample rate’ and what affect would an increase in 

sample rate have on a sound file? [3] 
3. Calculate the size of a sound file which is 1.5 minutes long and has a bitrate of 

320kbps. You must show your working out and present your answer with a suitable 
binary unit. [4] 

 

Questions Zone 7-9 

1. Calculate the size of a sound file which is 1.5 minutes long and has a bitrate of 
320kbps. You must show your working out and present your answer with a suitable 
binary unit. [4] 

2. Explain the difference between sample rate and bitrate and how both affect 
digital sound files. [6] 

3. Explain fully the importance of sound file metadata.[5] 
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Checklist: 
(highlight in red (student) or green (teacher) 
□ Date and title, clearly presented 
□ Spelling & grammar checked 
□ Question numbers in the margin 
□ Handwriting neat & legible  
□ Punctuation / Capital letters 

Keywords / Key Terms: 
 
Sampling: The process of measuring the frequency of sound, at 
regular intervals, in order to digitally capture and record audio. 
Sample Rate: The rate at which samples are taken. Faster sample 
rates will increase the quality (detail) of the recorded sound. 
Bit Rate: The amount of bits used to represent each sample. Higher 
bit rates will increase the quality (accuracy) of the recorded 
sound. 
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● State/Identify/Give/Name: Simply label a diagram, fill out a table or write a few words 
● Describe: Describing is ‘saying what you see’ (E.G.: A computer will have a CPU, Primary and Secondary storage etc) 
● Explain: Explaining is ‘saying WHY/HOW something is like that’. (E.G.: A computer will have a CPU so that it can process all of 

the data the computer needs to perform a range of tasks. Primary and Secondary storage is needed because…) 
● Discuss: Discussing is ‘looking at two sides of an issue, weighing up the two views and giving a conclusion’. Often these 

require a mini essay answer. (E.G.: New technology could be seen as being bad for the environment because…, but on the 
other hand, new technology has led to… In conclusion I believe that…) 

● Describe/Explain/Discuss using examples: Finally, if you are asked to give examples in any of these types of questions – YOU 
MUST GIVE EXAMPLES! 
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Reflections: 

 

Score
:  /  Percentage

:  %  Grade
:    Progress:  On / Above / Below 

 
 

 
What Went Well?: 
(highlight in red (student) or green (teacher) 
□ I demonstrated a good level of understanding. 

□ I responded to the command words effectively. 

□ My answers were detailed / were written in depth. 

□ My work was well presented / legible. 

□ My answers effectively incorporated technical terminology. 

□ My responses were well structured / organised. 

□ My revision strategy was effective as I showed depth of 
understanding in my answers. 
□ My answers contained enough points / examples / 
explanations to achieve the marks available. 

 
Even Better If…: 
(highlight in red (student) or green (teacher) 
□ My answers need to be more accurate. 
□ I must respond correctly to the command words. 
□ My answers need more detail / greater depth. 
□ I must take greater care over my work / write 
neatly. 

□ I must incorporate key terminology into my answers. 

□ I must better organise my answers to improve its clarity. 

□ I need to improve my revision strategy as I did not 
demonstrate a depth of understanding in my answers. 
□ My answers didn’t contain enough points / examples / 
explanations to achieve the marks available. 

 
Further thoughts: 
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